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INSTRUCTION MANUAL

FOR

STUDY OF CLASS 'A', 'B', 'AB' & PUSH PULL AMPLIFIER
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Class 'A', 'B', 'AB' & Push Pull Amplifier Circuits has besn designed to study the output gain
and frequency response of these amplifiers.

The instrument comprises of the following builtin parts:

1. DC Regulated power supply of+12V & +5V.

Four PNP & Four NPN Transistors are mounted on tlie front panel.2.

3.

4.

Four driver transformers are also mounted on the front panel to perform class B and Push
Pull Amplifier experiments.

Circuit diagram is printed & components are mounted on the front panel.

THEORY

A practical amplifier always consists of a number ?.' stages that amplify a weak signal
until sufficient power is available to operate a loudspeaker or other output device. The first few
stages in this multistage amplifier have the function of only .'oltage amplification. However, the
last stage is designed to provide maximum power. This final stage is known as power stage. The
term audio means the range of frequencies that we can hear. The range of human hearing extends
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from 20Hz to 20kHz. therefore, audio amplifiers amplify electrical signals that have a frequency
range corresponding to the range of hgman hearing i.e, 20Hz to 20kHz. Figure (1) shows the
block diagram of an audio power amplifier. The early stages built up the voltage level of the



signal while the last stage built up power to a level sufficient to operate the loudspeaker.

A transistor amplifier which raises the power level of the signals that have audio frequency

is known as transistor audio power amplifier. In general, the last stage of a multistage amplifier is
the power stage, the amplifier differs from all the previous stages in that here a concentrated
effort is made to obtain maximum output power. Atransistor that is suitable for power amplification
is generally called a power transistor. A power amplifier is required to deliver a large amount of
power and such it has to handle large current. In order to achive high power amplification,
transformer coupling is used for impedence matching. If the collector current flows at all times
during the full cycle of the signal the power amplifier is known as Class A* power amplifier. A
basic class'A power amplifier normally consists of a singal transistor, wired in the common
emitter mode with the speaker acting as its collector load. The essential feature of this type of
amplifier is that its input (Base) is biased so that the collector current takes up a quiescent value
roughly halfway between the desired maximum and minimum swings of output current, so that
maximum undistorted output signal swings can be obtaind.

The Class 'A' amplifier is simple and produces excellent low distortion audio signal. Its
major dis-advantages are that it consumes a high quiescent current and is relatively inefficient. A
basic Class 'B' amplifier normally consists of a pair of transistors driven in antiphase but driving
a common output load. In this particular design the two transistors are wired in common emitter
mode and driven the speaker via Push-Pull transformer. The major advantages of the Class 'B'
amplifier are that it consumes near zero quiescent current and has a very high efficiency under all
operating conditions. Its major dis-advantages is that it produces high levels of signal distortion.
The crossover distortion of the Class 'B' amplifier can be virtually eliminated by applying slight
forward bias to the base of each transistor, so that each transistor passes as a modest quiescent
current. Such a circuit is known as a Class 'AB' amplifier. Circuits of this type were widely used
in early transistor power amplifier systems. The Push-Pull amplifier is a power amplifier and is
frequency employed in output stages of electronic circuits. It is used whenever high output power
at high effciency is required. Two transistors placed back to back are employed. Both transistor
are operated in Class'B' operation i.e, collector current is nearly zero in the absence of the
signal. The centre tapped secondary of driver transformer applies equal and opposite volatge to
the base circuits of two transistors. The output transformer has the centre tapped primary winding,
the supply voltage is connected across the secondary of this centre tap. The loudspeaker is
connected across the secondary of this transformer.

NOTE: Circuit diagrams for all the amplifiers are printed on the front panel.
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PROCEDURE

FOR CLASS 'A'AMPLIFIER

Connect -12V1 -rs

diagram of Class 'A'

amplifier.

r. FREQUENCY INPUT OUTPUT GAIN

' No. SIGNAL SIGNAL OUTPUT/INPUT

1.

2-

3.

4.

5.

J

TABLE No. (1)
2. Connect Audio

Frequency Function

Generator across input sockets and set it at sine wave signal of 30mV peak to peak
amplitude, 100Hz frequency.

3. Connect CRO across output sockets.

4. Switch ON the instrument using ON/ OFF toggle sv/itch provided on the front panel.

5. Observe the amplified output on CRO. Note down the output amplitude.

6. Calculate the voltage gain of the amplifier, using formula

7. Increase the frequency of the signal towards 10OKHz in small steps and note down the

voltage gain at different frequencies.

8. Note down the observation in table no. (1) and plot a

graph between Voltage Gain vs Frequency as shown

in Fig.

BAND

WIDTH

FREQUENCY
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FOR CLASS 'B'AMPLIFIER :

8.

Connect -12VDC

power supply

across power

supply sockets

t h rough

patchcords as

shown by dotted

lines In the circuit

diagram of Class

'B' amplifier.

Sr. FREQUENCY INPUT OUTPUT GAIN

No. SIGNAL SIGNAL OUTPUT/INPUT

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

V y

TABLE No. (2)

Connect Audio Frequency Function Generator across input sockets. Set the Audio

Frequency Function generator output to 50mV peak to peak, 10kHz sine wave signal.

3. Connect CRO across output sockets.

4. Switch ON the instrument using ON/ OFF toggle switch provided on the front panel.

5. Observe the amplified output on CRO. Note down the output amplitude.

6. Calculate the voltage gain of the amplifier, using formula:

V  I V*out' in

Increase the frequency of the signal towards 10OKHz

in small steps and note down the voltage gain at different
frequencies.

/ VGAIN

Note down the observation in table no. (2) and plot a

graph between Voltage Gain vs Frequency as shown

in Fig.

frequency

FOR CLASS 'AO' AMPLIFIER :

Class 'AB' amplifier is basically a power amplifier, it bandies large signal. It amplifies the power
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level of the signal and

does not amplify the

volatge level.

1.

2.

8.

9.

Connect +5VDC

power supply

across power

supply sockets

t h rough

patchcords as

Sr. FREQUENCY INPUT OUTPUT GAIN

No. SIGNAL SIGNAL OUTPUT/INPUT

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

V

TABLE No. (3)

shown by dotted lines in the circuit diagram of Class 'AB' amplifier.

Connect Audio Frequency Function Generator across input sockets and set it at sine

wave signal of 2V peak to peak amplitude, 10Hz frequency.

3. Connect CRO across output sockets.

4. Switch ON the instrument using ON/ OFF toggle switch provided on the front panel.

5. Observe the output on CRO. Note down the output amplitude.

6. Calculate the voltage gain of the amplifier, using formula

^  v,„

Increase the frequency of the signal towards 10OKHz in small steps and note down the
voltage gain at different frequencies.

Note down the observation in table no. (3) and plot a

graph between Voltage Gain vs Frequency as shown

in Fig.

/ Vgain

BAND

WIDTH

FREQUENCY

We will observe this amplifier does not amplify the

voltage level of the input signal but only the power level of the signal amplifies. If we will

connect the loudspeaker load across output socket, the amplifier will drive the loudspeaker.
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FOR PUSH PULL AMPLIFIER

1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Connect+12VDC

power supply

across power

supply sockets

th rough

patchcords as

shown by dotted

lines in the circuit

diagram of Push

Pull amplifier.

r ̂
Sr. FREQUENCY INPUT OUTPUT GAIN ^
No. SIGNAL SIGNAL OUTPUT/INPUT

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

TABLE No. (4)

Connect Audio Frequency Function Generator across input sockets and set it at sine

wave signal of 50mV -10OmV peak to peak amplitude, 1.5KHz frequency.

Connect CRO across output sockets.

Switch ON the instrument using ON/ OFF toggle switch provided on the front panel.

Observe the amplified output on CRO. Note down the output amplitude.

Calculate the voltage gain of the amplifier, using formula

A. =

Again

V  /V*out' 'in

Increase the frequency of the signal in small steps

and note down the voltage gain at different

frequencies.

Note down the observation in table no. (4) and plot a

graph between Voltage Gain vs Frequency.
FREQUENCY

Connect the load resistance (R17 or R18) across output sockets and calculate the output

power by using the formula:

,A W R (V is the RMS value of the output signal)



STANDARD ACCESSORIES

1 Two Single Point Patchcords for Interconnections.

2. Instruction Manual.
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